For c 2 and k minfc; 3g, guaranteed upper bounds on the length of a shortest cycle through k prescribed vertices of a c-connected graph are proved. Analogous results on planar graphs are presented, too.
l > maxf2; kg. Results on n k (c; l) and n k (c; l) for k minfc; 3g are summarized in Theorems 1 and 2. The methods used to prove Theorems 1 and 2 give raise for further investigation for other xed values of k (even for graphs of higher bounded genus). Results depending on a variable k and a variable genus remain open.
Theorem 1 (i) n 1 (c; Note that the smallest 5-connected planar graph, i.e. the graph of the icosahedron, has n 2 (5; 6) = 12 vertices, which gives n 2 (5; l) = 12 for all l 2 f3; 4; 5; 6g. It remains open, whether n 2 (5; 7) = n 2 (5; 8) = 17 or whether there is a 5-connected planar graph on n 2 (5; 7) = 16 vertices, with two vertices x and y such that the shortest cycle containing x and y has length 7. In Section 2 a version of Menger's theorem and a structural lemma for c-connected graphs are proved. In Section 3 we prove Theorems 1 and 2. We give separate proofs for each part of each theorem, ordered by the number k of prescribed vertices. We establish the upper bounds by constructing graphs having no cycles shorter than l containing the prescribed set of vertices and lower bounds by detecting large unavoidable substructures. For the latter we use the tools of Section 2.
Tools
For terminology and notation not de ned here we refer to 3]. For A V (G) A path system is a set of internally disjoint paths. For a path system P let P], EV (P ), and CO(P) denote the union of all paths of P, the set of all endvertices of paths of P, and the set of all pairs of endvertices connected by a path of P, respectively. The elements of CO(P) are called connections of P. For a connection e = (x; y) of P the multiplicity m P (e) is the number of paths of P between x and y. Given path systems P and Q, let P Q be the smallest path system P 0 with the property P 0 ] = P] and V ( Q]) \ V ( P]) EV (P 0 ), i.e. P Q is obtained from P by cutting the paths of P at inner vertices belonging to Q]. Hence, P +Q = P Q Q P is a path system. For a path system P and a set A of vertices the path system P ?A is the set of all paths of P avoiding A and let P(A) = P n (P ? A). For Lemma 3 Let G be a c-connected graph and x; y; z 2 V (G). Then, for every integer i with 2 i c, G contains a set A i V (G) n fx; y; zg and a path system P i satisfying EV (P i ) = fx; y; zg A i ;
f(x; y); (x; z); (y; z)g a2A i f(x; a); (y; a); (z; a)g; m P i (x; a) = m P i (y; a) = m P i (z; a) = 1 for all a 2 A i ;
Proof. As a consequence of Lemma 1 (see also 3], page 50) there is a system S of c internally disjoint paths connecting x and y. First assume that there is no such system S containing z in one of its paths. Again using Lemma 1, there is a set S 0 of c paths connecting S] with z such that any two of them intersect only in z. Hence, no two paths of S 0 end at the same path of S. Consequently, no path of S 0 contains x or y. Let S 00 be a set of arbitrary i paths of S 0 . Then P i = S + S 00 with A i = EV (P i ) n fx; y; zg is the desired path system. Now, let S be a system of c internally disjoint paths connecting x and y and containing z in one of its paths. In this case the proof is by induction on i and, additionally, we will show m P i (x; y) c + 1 ? i. For i = 2, let the path system P 2 consisting of c ? 1 xy-paths, an xz-path, and a yz-path be obtained from S. Clearly, P 2 and A 2 = ; ful l all desired properties. Let us assume that 3 i c and, by the induction hypothesis, that there exist P i?1 and A i?1 having all desired properties. P i?1 ?z contains at least c+2?i 2 xy-paths and, thus, V ( P i?1 ?z])nEV (P i?1 (z)) is nonempty. Set A = V ( P i?1 ?z]), B = fzg, P = P i?1 (z), A 0 = A n EV (P ), B 0 = B. Apply Lemma 2 to get a 2 A 0 and the path system Q consisting of i V ( P i?1 ? z])fzg-paths, and put Q 0 = (P i?1 ? z) + Q. Obviously, a 2 EV (Q 0 ) n EV (P i?1 ) . If a is situated on an xy-path of P i?1 , then with A i = A i?1 fag and P i = Q 0 we are done. Otherwise, we can assume without loss of generality that a belongs to an xa 0 -path of P i?1 for some a 0 2 A i?1 . Thus, Q 0 contains an xa-path p, an aa 0 -path q, and a za-path r. We obtain P i from Q 0 by removing fp; q; rg, adding the union of p and r, and with A i = A i?1 n fa 0 g we are done.
The observation m P i?1 (x; y)?m P i (x; y) 1 completes the proof in both subcases. 2 Given a graph G and x; y 2 V (G), dist G (x; y) denotes the length of a shortest xy-path in G. For Proof. We only prove the last statement concerning the connectivity. Therefore, let G be c-connected (c 2) and assume there is a separator S of H(G; v) with jSj < c. If S \ N H(G;v) (v) 6 = ; then set S 0 = (S \ V (G)) fvg, else set S 0 = S. If S 0 is a separator of G then c jS 0 j jSj < c, a contradiction. Thus, we may assume that S 0 is not a separator of G. Let C be an arbitrary component of H(G; v) ? 1 for a suitable w 2 S, and, nally, insert a new vertex x and connect it with all vertices of S. The result is a 3-connected planar graph G 1 (3; l) of order 3l ? 5 such that every cycle through x has length at least l. It remains to show that n 1 (3; l) 3l ? 5.
Let G be a 3-connected planar graph containing a vertex x such that every cycle containing x has length at least l. Then G ? x is 2-connected and therefore the d 3 faces of G incident with x together form a face of G ? x, its facial cycle containing at least d(l?2) vertices. Consequently, jV (G)j d(l?2)+1 3(l?2)+1. 2 Proof of Theorem 2(ii). The 4-connected planar graph G 1 (4; l), constructed as follows, shows that n 1 (4; l) 12l ? 6. Let C be a plane cycle on 4(l ? 2) vertices. To nish the construction, triangulate each face incident with y in such a way that each vertex of C has degree 4 in the resulting graph G 1 (4; l). Clearly, jV (G 1 (4; l))j = 4(l ? 2) + 2 + 2(l ? 3) = 6l ? 12 and no cycle containing x has fewer than l vertices. It remains to prove that n 1 (4; l) 6l ? 12. Therefore, let G be a 4-connected plane graph containing a vertex x such that every cycle through x has length at least l. Let Therefore T contains at least 5jV (C)j ?d?2jV (C) Proof of Theorem 2(iii). To prove the upper bound a graph G 1 (5; l) will be constructed. G 1 (5; 3) is the icosahedron, G 1 (5; 4) and G 1 (5; 5) are shown in Fig.1 and Fig two neighbours of x f of degree four, and split x f along p f . Finally, insert a diagonal into each of the 4-gons such that no two of them share a common vertex to obtain G 1 (5; l). Proof of Theorem 2(iv). Obviously, n 2 (c; l) n 2 (c; l) and, for c = 2, the assertion is trivial. We will prove n 2 (c; l) n 2 (c; l) for all pairs (c; l) where c 2 f3; 4; 5g and l c, except for the pairs (5,5) and (5,7). Let G 2 (c; 4) denote the double pyramid on c + 2 vertices and let x and y be its top-vertices (note that G 2 (5; 4) is not 5-connected). For even l > 4 let G 2 (c; l) = H(G 2 (c; l ? 2); x). Notice that G 2 (5; 6) is isomorphic to the icosahedron graph. If l is odd and c 4, de ne G 2 (c; l) to be the graph obtained from T = G 2 (c; l + 1) by contracting an arbitrary xed edge uv, where d T (x; u) = 1 and d T (x; v) = 2. If l 9 is odd, de ne G 2 (5; l) to be the graph obtained from G 2 (5; l +1) by contracting an arbitrary xed edge uv where dist T (x; u) = 2 and dist T (x; v) = 3. Notice that G 2 (5; l + 1) has no 5-separator containing uv. It is easy to see that in all cases the constructed graph G 2 (c; l) is a c-connected planar triangulation of order n 2 (c; l) such that a shortest cycle containing x and y has length l. 2
Proof of Theorem 1(iii). First, by construction we prove n 3 (c; l) n 2 (c; l?2)+1.
x, y, and z such that a shortest cycle of G through x; y, and z has length l. Applying Lemma 3 with i = c = 3 and using that K 3;3 is non-planar, A 3 consists of a single vertex a and for the path system P = P 3 , EV (P ) = fx; y; z; ag, CO(P) = f(x; y); (x; z); (y; z); (x; a); (y; a); (z; a)g, and m P (e) = 1 for all e 2 CO(P). Then, Suppose, now, that G is a planar 4-connected graph of order n such that a shortest cycle containing certain three vertices x; y; z 2 V (G) has length l. Then, it su ces to prove n 2l ? 4 + (l mod 2). Apply Lemma 3 with i = c = 4. If A 4 = ; then G contains a path system P = P 4 with EV (P ) = fx; y; zg, CO(P) = f(x; y); (x; z); (y; z)g, m P (e) = 2 for all e 2 CO(P), and P] can be covered by two cycles containing EV (P ). That implies n jV ( which means that n = 2l ? 4 can only hold for even l. Thus, for odd l we have n 2l ? 3 which proves n 2l ? 4 + (l mod 2). 2
Proof of Theorem 2(vii). Let G 3 (5; 9) be the 5-connected triangulation of order 18 drawn in Fig.3 and G 3 (5; 10) be the 5-connected triangulation of order 20 drawn in Fig.4 . In both graphs the white vertices will form the set fx; y; zg. Obviously, a shortest cycle of G 3 (5; 9) containing the vertices x; y; z has length 9 and a shortest cycle of G 3 (5; 10) containing x; y; z has length 10. De ne, for l 11, G 3 (5; l) = H(G 3 (5; l ? 2); x). Using Lemma 4, the so constructed
